Searching for your destination by address

1 Display “Navigation Menu” screen and touch Address.

2 Input the information that you want to set as the destination.

3 Touch OK.

4 Touch OK.

The navigation system gives you route guidance both visually and by voice.

Scrolling the map

Dragging the map allows scrolling.
Switching the screen

Press the MODE button of the AV receiver to switch between the AV receiver screen and the navigation screen.

**AV receiver screen (e.g. AVH-P3200BT)**

**Navigation screen**

**Top Menu** (Classic menu)

**Shortcut Menu**

**Navigation Menu**

**Applications Menu**

* You can launch applications downloaded to an SD memory card via the utility program AVIC FEEDS. For details, please refer to Operation Manual.

Setting the volume of the route guidance

1. Touch **Settings** on the “Top Menu” screen.
2. Touch **Sound**.
3. Touch + or – to change the volume of the route guidance.

Navigation Menu

Touch **Home** on the map screen and touch **Navigation** on the “Top Menu” screen.

**1** Searches for location by address
**2** Calculates the route home
**3** Searches for a place from stores, restaurants, and other businesses in the points of interest database
**4** Searches for POIs by using the data on external storage devices (SD)
**5** Selects the stored location
**6** Selects a previously routed destination
**7** Cancels your current route
**8** Sets the accurate location from a latitude and longitude
**9** Estimates the fuel cost
**10** Displays a graph for eco-driving
**11** Displays the current route information